
[Normandy] Three Villages
 - 			

Setup order

1 x1

2 x1

3 x9

4 x2

5 x1

6 x1

7 x7

8 x5

9 x8

10 x3

11 x3

12 x9

13 x1

Laize River

Rocquancourt

Fontenay-le-Marmi
on

May-sur-Orne

Historical Background
At the beginning of Operation Totalize the 6th Brigade battalions attacked the villages in the enemy?s old front line near the Orne.
Armor lead the way, with flail tanks and Shermans. The South Saskatchewan Regiment followed close behind the barrage through the
blinding dust-clouds kicked up by the armour and found the Germans with their heads still down when it entered Rocquancourt. By
12:45 a.m. the village was theirs. 
Farther to the right things did not go so well. Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal attacked May-sur-Orne, and the Cameron Highlanders of
Canada Fontenay-le-Marmion, without artillery support. The Fusiliers were pushed back from May by heavy fire; one company got
into the village?s outskirts only to be cut off. About four p.m. they finally captured the place with the help of flame-throwing
?Crocodiles?. 
At Fontenay-le-Marmion the Camerons fought their way into the village in spite of fierce opposition. German tanks
counter-attacked and the unit was temporarily surrounded. Lieut. R. R. Counsell, the carrier platoon commander, took his carriers
out to Ifs, under very heavy fire, and returned with ammunition and ?all available reinforcements, including shoemakers and other
administrative personnel.? The situation was not cleared up until early afternoon, when two companies of The South Saskatchewan
Regiment with a squadron of the 1st Hussars swept the ridge north of Fontenay, taking large numbers of prisoners.

Briefing
Allied Player [Canada]
Take 6 Command Cards
You Move First
Axis Player [Germany]
Take 4 Command Cards

Conditions of Victory
8 Medals
The 2 town hexes of Rocquancourt, the 5 town hexes of
Fontenay-le-Marmion and the 3 town hexes of May-sur-Orne
are all Temporary Majority Victory Control Medals for both
players.

Special Rules
Apply Combat Engineer  [Troops 4], Flamethrower Tanks
[Troops 13], Half-Track [Troops 18] and Tank Destroyer
[Troops 24] rules.
Apply Hobart's Funnies rules [Troops 26]. They are all
equipped with Mine Diggers.

The Half-Track unit with the Battle Star is has a heroic leader,
Lieut. R. R. Counsell [Actions 8]. If the Half track resupplies a
unit to the extend that it loses all its figures, the heroic leader
joins the supplied unit.
The Axis player lays out the minefield.
Optional rules -  Apply my Battle of Nations command rules:
Germany - Wehrmacht
Kampfgruppe [rule developed by jdrommel] - Once per game,
two depleted German infantry units can form a Kampfgruppe.
This may only occur if the number of figures is not more than
four (ex : 1+1, 2+1, 2+2, 3+1). The dissolution of one unit (2
become 1) is not a medal for the Allied player. Only one unit
can be activated to move towards the other unit and to form
the Kampfgruppe. If this unit has the capacity to battle, it can
battle in the same turn.
Canada - Canadian Army
Stiff Upper Lip - Same as the BCF [Nations 5].
Vigilamus Pro Te - When a Canadian Infantry Unit is adjacent to
another Canadian unit, it may ignore 1 flag.
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